
13T WH 4PK+40W AMP
About Item

1. PACKAGE BUNDLE INCLUDES:5 Core Professional Paging Amplifier 400W System, 8x 13T
BLK 4 Inch Outdoor Indoor Speaker, Black Waterproof Speakers.

2. RECEIVER AMPLIFIER:2 Channel professional paging amplifier with 400W peak power, ideal
for various settings like a live stage, DJ, studio, outdoor announcements, and places of
worship. The amplifier features bass, treble, balance, and volume control. Includes 70 Micron
Glass Epoxy printed circuit board.

3. POWERFUL SPEAKERS:Designed for indoor and outdoor use, these speakers can be placed
or mounted anywhere, delivering exceptional sound with a maximum output power of 20W
each. These speakers have Freq. Response of 80Hz-20KHz, Operated At 8Ω.

4. WEATHER RESISTANT SPEAKER:These 2-way wall speakers are made to withstand every
season, as they are coated with UV-resistant resin and placed inside an ABS enclosure. This
weather-resistant coating protects them from the elements while preserving sound integrity.

5. THE SOUND of USA:At 5 Core, Customer satisfaction is our priority—a proven track record of
delivering the highest quality product since 1984.

Product Description

Elevate your audio experience to new heights with our premium audio bundle package!
This exceptional set includes the high-performance 5 Core professional paging
Amplifier 400W system and eight 4-inch Outdoor/ Indoor speakers.

The 2-channel amplifier delivers the much-needed power to the speakers, making it
ideal for live stage performances, DJs, studios, outdoor announcements, and places of
worship. Our versatile speakers provide extraordinary sound quality with a maximum
output power of 20W each.

Features

Remote control Multiple inputs Versatile Orientation High-Quality audio



The amplifier has a
fully functional
remote control that
lets you customize
the audio setting
according to your
needs from a
convenient distance.

The stereo receiver
offers multiple input
options, including
USB and AUX, with a
digital LCD display,
audio input, and
output. It also has 3
microphone inputs.

The orientation of
your Wall Speakers is
versatile, as they can
be mounted either
horizontally or
vertically to fit any
space better.

These Wall Speakers
are specially
designed for
high-quality audio
and built to
maximize your
listening experience.
Your sound will
come out crisp and
clear.

Amplifier Specification:

● Power Source AC- 220-240V 50/60Hz,
● Power Source DC- DC:12V (Car battery), Dry Cell.
● Power Output- 60W Max, 400W RMS at 10%
● THE Output regulation- >84dB@20Hz to 20kHz at Maximum output
● Input/Sensitivities- 3xMIC 0.60mV/4.7kΩ, 1xAux 125mV/470kΩ
● Tone Controls BASS- ±8db at 100Hz
● TREBLE- ±8db at 10kHz Signal to Noise ratio 60db
● Line Output- 125mV/470Ω
● Speaker output- 4Ω, 8Ω, 16Ω
● Frequency Response- 100 to 15000 Hz ±3db
● Dimensions- (349x291x126)MM
● Weight- 5.560Kg
● Color- Black

Speaker specification:

● Power: 20W Max.
● Response : 80Hz-20KHz
● SPL at 1kHz 87dB
● Speaker 4- 2 Way
● Operated At 8Ω,
● Color- White.

Package includes:

● 1x Amplifier
● 8x Speakers

Usages



Great entertainment system for outdoor use.

Ideal for commercial places such as restaurants, cafes, and bars.

Perfect for studios, offices, places of worship, studios, and more.

Well suited to be used in schools and other educational institutions.

Use the bundle package to upgrade your existing home theater system.

Benefits of products

Elevate the overall audio quality.

Enhances the enjoyment of outdoor activities.

Improve audio clarity for presentations & conferences.

Provide a more immersive movie-watching experience.

Wide sound dispersion for consistent coverage across the area.

Benefits of 5 Core over other products

Superior Deep Bass

All Weather Performance

Rugged Mountable Design



Stereo Amplifier Included

Amp has Broad Compatibility

Why 5 Core

5 Core has been known for producing high-quality, premium products since 1984.

We are committed to using only the best materials and components to ensure the
longevity of our products.

The best deals compared to other brands in the market without compromising on
quality.

The trustworthy choice for thousands of customers scattered worldwide in more than
65 countries.

Backed by a proven track record of happy customers and peace of mind.

Comparison

Specification 5 Core Product Other Product

Bundle pack Yes No

Powerful Amp Yes No

Versatile Speakers Yes No

About Brand



5 Core, headquartered in California, warehouse in Bellefontaine, OH, USA, has a
reputation for being a trusted and reliable brand, offering products designed to meet
the highest industry standards. Our products are thoroughly tested and inspected
before they are sent to the end user, ensuring that the customers receive products of
the highest quality and reliability. With a commitment to quality, affordability, and
customer satisfaction, 5 Core is a brand people can trust for all their needs and wants.

Q&A

Question: Are the speakers included?

Answer: Yes, the package includes an 8x13 T WH 4-inch outdoor indoor speaker.

Question: Are the sound settings adjustable?

Answer: Yes, the amplifier features bass, treble, balance, and volume controls, allowing
you to fine-tune the sound according to your preferences.

Question: Are the speakers easy to install?

Answer: Yes, the speakers in the package offer easy installation options. They can be
placed on a bookshelf or mounted on walls, providing flexibility in setting up your audio
system.

Question: Can the amplifier handle live stage performance?

Answer: Absolutely! The 2-channel professional paging amplifier in the package is
specifically designed to meet the demands of live stage performances, DJ sets,
studios, and more.

Question: Are the speakers waterproof?

Answer: Yes, the speakers have a weatherproof design, making them durable and
suitable for outdoor use. You can enjoy high-quality sound without worrying about the
elements.


